Cytoskeletal roles in cardiac ion channel expression.
The cytoskeleton and cardiac ion channel expression are closely linked. From the time that newly synthesized channels exit the endoplasmic reticulum, they are either traveling along the microtubule or actin cytoskeletons or likely anchored in the plasma membrane or in internal vesicular pools by those scaffolds. Molecular motors, small GTPases and even the dynamics of the cytoskeletons themselves influence the trafficking and expression of the channels. In some cases, the functioning of the channels themselves has profound influences on the cytoskeleton. Here we provide an overview of the current state of knowledge on the involvement of the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons in the trafficking, targeting and expression of cardiac ion channels and a few channels expressed elsewhere. We highlight, also, some of the many questions that remain about these processes. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Reciprocal influences between cell cytoskeleton and membrane channels, receptors and transporters. Guest Editor: Jean Claude Hervé.